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Man Drops 376 Pounds After Being Told to
Write His Own Obituary
By KELLY HAGAN, GIANNA TOBONI and KATIE KINDELAN | Good Morning America – 4 hrs ago
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Adam Slack's weight-gain journey began with an injury to his lower
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back.
"I had been laid up on the couch for about five to six weeks," the
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37-year-old from Mays Landing, N.J., told "Good Morning
America." "I didn't do anything but eat."
Man Drops 376 Pounds After Being
Told to Write His Own Obituary (ABC
News)

"That's when it really started," he said. "100 pounds turned into
200 pounds, then 400 pounds."
By 2008, the married father of four weighed 585 pounds, had high
blood pressure, suffered from type 2 diabetes and struggled to
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complete even routine tasks.
"I used to tie his shoes. I would help him put on his pants. Everyone
made fun of him because of how big his weight was," his wife,
Michelle, recalled.
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By June 2008, Slack's unhealthy lifestyle caught up with him and
he nearly passed out during his shift as a security guard at an
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Atlantic City casino. His supervisor called 911 and paramedics
rushed Slack to the emergency room of a nearby hospital.
It was in that emergency room at the AtlantiCare Regional Medical
Center that Slack's journey to weight loss began.
"A doctor walked into my room and the first words out of his
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mouth were, 'Uh, hello Mr. Slack, what would you like in your
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obituary?'" Slack told "GMA."
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"I yelled at him and told him to leave the room," he said. "It was the

The economy may well be the best form of birth control.

darkest place, but it was also a rebirth."
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ban painkiller DONNA BRYSON
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Dr. Irineo Bustamante was the emergency room physician who issued the blunt death warning to
Slack, telling him that the hospital would cover his obituary for him.
"It just came to my mind," Bustamante, who had never before said those words to a patient, recalled.
"He didn't look good. I really had to do something."
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A South African pharmaceutical manufacturer is fighting
moves toward banning a painkiller that has been
removed from the shelves in the U.S. and Europe
because of fears it could harm the heart.

EU sounds cry of alarm over
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Two hours after their first meeting, Bustamante returned to Slack's room, and saw that something in
his patient had changed.
"For the first time, it clicked," Slack said. "If I had one doctor, I had 100 doctors tell me 'you need to
lose weight,' but it was the bluntness of what he said."
What else clicked for Slack was a new regime of exercise and a healthier diet.
Gone were the days of lying on the couch and eating one dozen eggs, a full loaf of white bread and a

resistance to antibiotics
The European Union warned Thursday of a sharp rise
in deaths across the 27-nation bloc due to bacteria
becoming resistant to antibiotics.
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half-pound bag of shredded cheese for breakfast alone. In was a commitment to walking the family's
German Shepherd, Thunder, each day.

FEATURED

"You have to get hooked on something," Slack said. "For me it was walking. It was baby steps, step by
step."
Within six months, Slack was down 110 pounds. Today, he has slimmed down to a size 34 and 209
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pounds, nearly half the weight from where he began.
He came full circle when he began working as a security officer at the same AtlantiCare hospital
where Bustamante first issued his blunt, but motivating, words.
Though Slack could recall every pound he had dropped since his 2008 emergency room visit, he
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could not remember the doctor who, he says, had saved his life.
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Prompted by media coverage of Slack's weight loss, hospital officials tracked down Bustamante as the

Her mission is to add the personal touch.
More »

physician who treated Slack, and reunited the two men at the hospital on Nov. 15.
"I was touched," Bustamante said of the cards and mementos brought by Slack's family and friends to
say thanks.
The most touching for both men, however, was a baseball given to Bustamante by Slack's son, whose

Destination 2012
Begin your journey in a historic election
year with Yahoo! News More »

baseball team Slack is now able to coach.
Slack's entire family has joined him in his new, healthier lifestyle. His wife, Michelle, lost 24 pounds
herself.

EDUCATION

It all hit home one day on the baseball field with his son.
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"We had just won a real big baseball game and he went to go give me a hug and he clasped behind my

See how you could prepare for a career
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back," Slack said. "That was the first time I realized that my son could ever give me a hug. It was a
real emotional moment for me."
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Wow! Good for him...inspiring story! Doubt he could afford any surgeries to do this, sounds
like he did it the old fashioned way - eat less (and healthy choices) and exercise. It's
possible to achieve weight loss without surgery and pills.
Reply

David P about an hour ago

0

How did he lose all this weight....?? Gastric-bypass or lifestyle change?
1 Reply
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I believe the writer has the story wrong. The doctor really asked, "What would you like on
your TOMBSTONE?" a misconstrued reference to a pizza. If Slack hadn't misunderstood he
could have had some pretty darned good pizza.
Reply

Crosscheckcharlie

•

Sioux Falls, United States

•

0

11 minutes ago
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Just wondering how you "rush" a 585 lb man anywhere, let alone to the hospital? In a side
story, a group of EMTs blew out their backs helping a morbidly obese person to the hospital
Reply
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Now that's motivation for ya.
Reply

Db518 24 minutes ago

Good luck, just keep it up!
Reply

Nski

•
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•

6 seconds ago

How wonderful to read a good inspireing news story for a change! I wish the media would
offer more of them.
The hardest part of taking off weight is keeping it off.
I wish this man the best. He's a true hero and so is the Dr. who scared him into doing
something.
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